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T803 - KX3 Flexi Joggers
Collection:  KX3
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  Titanmill  Pro Stretch:  93% Polyester,  7%
Elastane
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
Slim fitting work trouser that provides incredible comfort and flexibility.
Reinforced knee panels with subtle articulation allow for increased freedom
of movement whilst the ribbed waistband and elasticated hems ensure a
universal fit. Additional features include pre-bent knees, a crotch gusset
and multiple pockets ideal for the secure storage of phones, pens and tools.
KX3
Portwest KX3™ is a superior line of trend-led apparel combining quality
construction  to  the  highest  standards  and  technical  fabrics.  Key
characteristics within this collection include abrasion resistance, moisture
management  and  stretch  fabrics  for  sustained  agility  and  effortless
movement. All KX3 garments have been designed to fully complement each
other to allow a personal layering system to be built. A perfect solution for
modern workwear.

Workwear
Portwest workwear offers a range of designs and features suitable for many
end  uses.  Quality  fabrics  and  construction  techniques  are  used
guaranteeing  comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the  rigours  of
everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Features
4-way stretch fabric for ease of movement and added comfort●

Double-layer reinforced knee protection for extra strength and●

durability

5 pockets for ample storage●

Easy access cargo pockets●

Fully ribbed waistband with drawstring ensures a universal fit●

Crotch gusset to reduce stress and prevent seam failure●

Pre-bent knees allow for increased freedom of movement●

D-ring for keys or ID cards●

Bartacked at all stress points●

*Registered European Community Design●

40+ UPF rated fabric to block 98% of UV rays●
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T803 - KX3 Flexi Joggers
Commodity Code: 6203431100

Test House

Wash Care
        

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14


